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Unit 3 

All kinds of People 
 

 

1]: Writing :    Wb page 106 

Write an essay about “ My kind of job “ Write about one of the jobs that would be good for you .. 

and tell why ..  Write more than 5 sentences 

 

          Nurse is my dream job . I am patient , quiet and hardworking . I like helping others and they can 

rely on me . I am also srong and persuasive . This job need one who is caring about others . In many 

culture they call nurses “ mercy angels ‘ .  
 

 

                 Chef is my kind of job . I like cooking  very much . Iam hardworking  and clever . I learn and 

read too much about food around the world . I like feeding others and taking care of them . Food is 

love to me . I can grow too fast and make my brand name . 

 

 

2]: Grammar : 

   A: Put ( who ) or ( which ) :   PB page 24 

    1: That is the house     which        I bought last year 

    2: This is the actor     who       played the main role in the movie  

    3: I like the flowers     which      has a strong smell 

    4: This is my brother      who       left early yesterday 

 

  B: Correct the following :  PB page 24 

    1: I  was   slept     sleeping       when it rained  

    2: They was     were     hungry while dinner was preparing 

    3: Samar was study     studying     when you visited her parent’s house  
 

   C: Ask for permission :  PB page 31 

     1:   Can / could / May     I have a cup of coffee ? 

     2 :  Can / could / May    she come with me to morrow ? 

     3:     Could  /  May   I speak to the manager ? 

 

   D: Make polite question :  PB page 31 

    1: a cup of tea      I would like to have a cup of tea  

    2: to book a room for 3 days           I would like to book a room for 3 days  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Vocabulary : 

   Give the opposite : 

   1: original    #    fake        PB page 22 

   2: optimistic  #   pessimistic     PB page 26 

   3: hardworking #     lazy     PB page 26 

   4: Funny #    serious        PB page 26 

    5: Rude #    polite       Pb page 26 

    6: Quiet #    talkative     Pb page 26 

 

 

 Describe yourself in 4 words “ adjectives “    PB page 26 

  I am absent minded , quiet , lazy and serious  

 

Fill in the space with the correct words : PB Page 23 

[ Flyers    -       pedal cap    -   thief  ]      

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Flyers                                          thief                                         pedal cap 

 

 

 

Match the words with their meanings :    PB page 27-29 

1:  loan   (   1  )                          قرض money to borrow 

2: poverty   (   2  )                     الفقر being poor 

3: establish  (   3  )                  يؤسس create 

4: philanthropist  (   4  )     محب للخير doing good to others  

5: real treat            تعه حقيقيهم   (  5   ) enjoyable 
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